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As Spring Approaches and Lures Us Outdoors, 
What Better Way to Capture the Season’s Fresh,  

Rejuvenating Vibes Than by Bringing Them Inside

February 2020 - The Spring season is all about awakening. As nature comes out of its Win-
ter dormancy with budding flowers and trees, lasting sunshine and the chirping of birds and 
fluttering of butterflies, it is almost impossible not to feel cheerful! The beauty of Spring is 
undeniable. So as Spring arrives, luring us outdoors into nature and reminding us of its glory, 
what better way is there to expand the season’s blissful vibes than by adding touches of 
Spring indoors with KOKET’s nature inspired designs? Here are six Spring decorating ideas to 
bring the enchantment of nature inside.
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Nothing quite says Spring has arrived like the season’s first blooms. Colorful, cheerful and 
captivating, flowers are a perfect way to bring the beauty of Spring indoors. And KOKET 
loves flowers! Add a Stella Mirror with its exotic floral frame composed of fanciful stems and 
ethereal brass calla lilies. Wrap yourself in a soft flower petal with the Bloom Chair, inspired 
by the tenderness of the prettiest Calla Lily floret. Bring the light in with one of KOKET’s 
floral inspired light fixtures such as the Botanica or Flora Sconce, or the Gia Chandelier. Or 
make a stunning design statement with the spectacular Orchidea Sculpture—representa-
tive of love, luxury, beauty and strength, delicate metal orchids gracefully curve across this 
work of art. 

FLOWERS

1. Flora | Sconce  2. Botanica | Sconce   3. Bloom | Chair   4. Orchidea | Sculpture    

5. Stella | Mirror   6. Gia | Chandelier

https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/lighting/flora-sconce.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/lighting/botanica-sconce.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/bloom-chair.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/lighting/orchidea-sculpture.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/stella-mirror.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/lighting/gia-chandelier.php
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The sweet sound of birds chirping is a sure sign of Spring. Create a cozy seating area with 
a perfectly appointed chair like KOKET’s Audrey or Chiclet set against a fabulous bird wall-
paper. Or bring the natural beauty of birds inside with one of KOKET’s exquisite feathered 
designs like the newly released Temptation Bar Cabinet, or the iconic favorite, the Divine 
Armoire.

BIRDS

TEMPTATION | BAR CABINET DIVINE | ARMOIRE
SEE MORE > SEE MORE >

https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/temptation-bar-cabinet.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/divine-armoire-3-feathers.php
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Symbolic of growth and new life, branches are a beautiful way to bring the vitality of Spring 
inside. KOKET’s Enchanted series captures the alluring essence of an enchanted forest. 
Mesmerizing the beholder with gilded branch-like structures, the Enchanted series consists 
of seating and tables masterfully handcrafted using the ancient labor intensive sand cast-
ing tradition. For the upholstered Enchanted pieces, add a fresh bright Spring textile for the 
perfect backdrop to the whimsical branch frames.

BRANCHES

1. Enchanted II | Chair   2. Enchanted | Dining Table  3. Enchanted | Sofa 

4. Enchanted | Side Table 

https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/enchanted2-dining-chair.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/enchanted2-dining-table.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/enchanted-sofa.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/enchanted-side-table.php
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Butterflies are powerful representations of life. Awakening in Spring and gracefully fluttering 
through the sky, people view the butterfly as representing endurance, change, hope, and life. 
KOKET’s Nymph Chandelier embraces the wild side of this rare and beautiful animal that 
bejewels the lighting fixture. Delicate metal butterflies hover in the air in perfect harmony 
composing an overblown dramatic silhouette, which gives shape to the luxurious chandelier.

BUTTERFLIES

NYMPH | CHANDELIER
SEE MORE >

https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/lighting/nymph-chandelier.php
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While perhaps not particularly indicative of Spring, adding gemstones to your interior is a 
stunningly luxurious way to bring the outdoors in. KOKET’s Vivre Chandeliers & Sconces 
radiate nature with their hand-selected agate slices.

GEMSTONES

VIVRE | CHANDELIER VIVRE RECTANGULAR | CHANDELIER VIVRE SQUARE | CHANDELIER

SEE MORE > SEE MORE > SEE MORE >

VIVRE 2 RINGS | CHANDELIER

SEE MORE >

VIVRE | SCONCE

SEE MORE >

https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/lighting/vivre-chandelier.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/lighting/vivre2-chandelier.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/lighting/vivre3-chandelier.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/lighting/vivre4-chandelier.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/lighting/vivre-sconce.php
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When it comes to color composition in interior design you can never go wrong with pairing 
colors that exist together in nature. So for some fresh Spring flavor look for vibrant greens, 
sunny yellows, soft violets, sky blue and cloud white. These nature-inspired hues are sure to 
bring the blissfulness of Spring inside.

NATURE-INSPIRED HUES

1. Trésor | Stool   2. Mademoiselle | Armoire   3. Millicent | Chaise  4. Revê III | Mirror   

5. Lemprica | Side Table  6. Nahéma | Bar Stool  7. Colette | Sofa

https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/tresor-stool.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/mademoiselle-armoire.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/millicent-chaise.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/reve3-mirror.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/casegoods/lemprica-side-table.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/nahema-bar-stool.php
https://www.bykoket.com/guilty-pleasures/upholstery/colette-sofa.php
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ABOUT KOKET

Daring design aesthetic, high impact events, lavish presentations, notoriously risqué ad 
campaigns, and inspiring editorial, have an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission to 
inspire love and empower through its statement pieces and unique design-driven experienc-
es and content.

The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in KOKET’s Guilty 
Pleasures and Exotic Opulence Collections composed of dramatic case goods, luscious 
upholstery, exquisite lighting, and decadent furs; all of which mesmerize with their magical 
mineral medleys, luxe metallics, vibrant jewel tones, and exotic feathers. While the new KK 
by KOKET Collection offers a youthful side of KOKET with irresistibly fresh, playful and vi-
brant upholstery designs. With over two hundred designs and counting, KOKET has become 
a go-to source for interior designers and consumers looking to create unique spaces that 
exude sensuality and style.

KOKET’s savoir-faire is intoxicating! The line is manufactured by master artisans and jew-
elers who leave no detail or element forgotten. The brand’s principal designers are a group 
of exceptionally artistic and well-rounded product designers who are led by Founder & CEO 
Janet Morais’ creative eye and almost fanatic drive for perfection. KOKET is managed by an 
elite staff of highly skilled individuals who strive to create moments of design seduction 
while seamlessly selling the collection worldwide through a selective network of interior 
designers and luxury retail stores. The darling of the furniture industry carries an admirable 
list of accolades in the film industry, major international retail projects, top world hotels and 
hundreds of publications in the most renowned shelter and luxury publications.
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